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Rio 1992

On the agenda 

• Climate change

• Biodiversity conservation

• Forest convention

African nations put desertification on agenda – linked the over-use of 
lands to declining commodity prices. Other developing countries 
supported them 

Convention on desertification was borne – but it was unwanted; 
stepchild of Rio 



World 2019

• Climate change is happening – from increasing intensity of hurricanes 
in Pacific; tropical cyclones; extreme rains; extreme heat 

• https://www.downtoearth.org.in/dte-
infographics/Extreme_Weather_Events_2019/index.html

Happening

• Realize management of land and water is at risk; our own 
mismanagement is being exacerbated by weird weather events

• Making millions more vulnerable. More marginalized

• Making the world more insecure

Desertification convention is today’s parent

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/dte-infographics/Extreme_Weather_Events_2019/index.html


Desertification happening

• Linked to our mismanagement

• We are over-extracting water resources; depleting groundwater; 
building on catchments of our rivers; ponds and tanks; polluting 
scarce water

• We are depleting soils; over-chemicalizing our lands and foods; 
producing and eating foods that over-use land and water and 
destroying forests

This is bad. But it becomes worse as climate change kicks in



Climate change happening

• New Abnormal

• Dust storms 2018: April-May 

• Over 50 dust storms killed over 500 and destroyed homes and crops

• Why: global-local connections





• A. Western Disturbance changing – getting longer; 
link to weakened Arctic Jet Stream – warmer Arctic 
and difference reduced ocean

• B. Bay of Bengal getting warmer – more cyclones; 
more heavy rain. Colliding with WD, that are more 
frequent and late

• C. Intense heat spikes (Pakistan/north India) which is 
making ground dry

• D. Combined with groundwater overuse; lack of 
moisture; deforestation

• Deadly 



Extreme Rain

Nature, November 20, 2018 “Why extreme rains are gaining 

strength as the climate warms”



1000 extreme rain events 
in first 12 days of August

It does not rain
It pours

More rain
Fewer rainy days
https://www.downtoearth.org.in
/dte-
infographics/extreme_rainfall/in
dex.html

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/dte-infographics/extreme_rainfall/index.html


India’s true finance 
minister turns extreme

• Extreme and heavy rain 
events in August 2019

• IMD has to rework 
definitions of ‘heavy’ rain



Flood-drought cycle becomes deadly

• Extreme rainfall means floods 

• But worse, it means that water flows away; is not captured or 
harvested

• Leads to droughts

• Impacts on farmers – struggling for subsistence

• Impacts on water supply in cities

• Adds to conflict between cities and farmers on use of water



Drought at the time of flood



Extreme-rain floods

• Cannot hold water

• Destroys life when it floods

• Destroys life because of 
drought



Drought-flood not single day events

• Cripple people

• Destroy livelihoods

• Take away development dividend 

• As events become more frequent, survival becomes more difficult

• No option but to move – migrate – to cities to new countries

• Add to growing insecurity in world 

Not climate change alone. Our mismanagement. Climate change is 
exacerbating impacts. Let’s not let leaders blame change on the 
inevitable





2019: Desertification is global issue

• Not only because of impacts of climate change are impacting land 
and water and lives of people

• But because land and water management will provide us the way to 
cope with climate change and build livelihoods 

• Also because land and water management will provide us ways to 
mitigate emissions -- combat climate change



Not about desertification
About fighting desertification
• This is the opportunity

• Soil is repository of carbon

• Forests sequester and hold carbon

• Grasslands hold carbon

• These are world’s natural sinks – if we grow them. We can mitigate 
and combat climate change 

• But (or) And



But (or) And

• Cannot do this without securing rights of people to land and forests

• Our forests are habitats of people. Our forests are not wilderness

• People are best managers of forests; growers of trees

• This is the restoration agenda – growing livelihoods from trees

• Cannot do this without changing the way we do agriculture so that 
we do not over-chemicalize our soils 

• Have to change diets so that we tread lightly on earth. Good for 
planet. Good for our health. Food is today biggest driver of bad health 
in the world. Malnutrition to over-nutrition



Real opportunity: local becomes global

• We can use the agenda to mitigate not just emissions but also 
eliminate poverty

• Build livelihoods of people from growing trees; cutting them and 
growing them again 

• Build livelihoods of people from growing food that is local; biodiverse 
and nutritious 



Global leadership?

• Worse time in the world for all this to happen

• No bandwidth to deal with climate change or development of the 
poorest

But can’t give up

• We must make the local-global connections

• We must show the possibility of change that is possible to people

• Capture their imagination; give them power to make a difference

Change is possible






